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Wireless connectivity is essential for first responders and the general

Today, about 80 percent
of calls to 911 come from
cellphone users, and about
80 percent of all cellphone
use takes place inside
of buildings.

public’s safety. First responders need in-building connectivity to be
able to communicate with each other during times of crisis to shape
the best outcomes during an emergency. In addition, people need
to be able to communicate with first responders where they live,
work and play. Going forward, new technologies, such as fifthgeneration (5G) cellular technology and the rollout of spectrum
at 3.5 GHz, will enable a host of security and other measures that
will enable communities to become “smart.” Connectivity often
goes beyond the building and across the campus. Apartment
complexes, commercial real estate buildings and even industrial
campuses are comprised of indoor and outdoor spaces. In order
to make sure that appropriate security measures exist throughout
these areas, more wireless antennas, more associated equipment,
and a robust optical fiber backbone need to be in place.
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NEW RULES FOR 911

THE BASICS OF 911

first half of 2018—an increase of

Over the past decade, the percentage

2.4 percentage points since the first

of 911 calls made via wireless devices

half of 2017,” the CDC report stated.

has increased compared to those

Younger demographics skew even

made on landline phones. Today,

more toward wireless-only house-

about 80 percent of calls to 911

holds. More than 77 percent of

come from cellphone users, and

adults aged 25-34 live in wireless-

about 80 percent of all cellphone

only homes, the survey noted. Adults

use takes place inside of buildings.

in the 18-to-24-year-old age group

This reliance on smartphones

and the 35-to-44-year-old age group

has led to people increasingly

also had high percentages of

cutting the cord in favor of wired

wireless-only households at about

communications and relying

65 percent each. About half of

on their cellphones as their main

people aged 45-64 live in wireless-

device for communications.

only homes, and 29 percent of adults

The Centers for Disease Control’s
preliminary results from its January–
June 2018 National Health Interview

over 65 years old live in wirelessonly homes.
Renters are also strong wireless-

Survey (NHIS) found that the num-

only households, with 77 percent

ber of American homes with only

of renters not having landline

wireless phones continues to grow

phones. Overall, only about

(Figure 1). “More than one-half of

5 percent of households said they

American homes (54.9 percent) had

were landline-only homes, according

only wireless telephones during the

to the semiannual survey.
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The FCC is also working
on new rules to increase the
accuracy of 911 calls inside
a building. Earlier this year, the
FCC proposed a fourth further
notice of proposed rulemaking
that would provide even more
accuracy to identify a caller’s
location, including the vertical
location for calls made from
inside high-rise buildings.
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Data Source: NCHS, National Health Interview Survey.

FIGURE 1: Summary graph of percentages of adults and children living in households
with only wireless telephone service: United States, 2003–2018.
July/August 2019
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Recognizing that Americans
are communicating today in new
ways, the federal government
in 2014 adopted rules so people
can text 911, along with making
voice calls. “Texting during an
emergency could be helpful if
you are deaf, hard of hearing,
or have a speech disability,
or if a voice call to 911 might
otherwise be dangerous or
impossible,” the Federal
Communications Commission
(FCC) noted. The commission
still encourages people to call
911 as a first option since the
text-to-911 initiative has not
been adopted by all 911 call
centers, but wireless operators
have the structure in place
to allow text-to-911 if Public
Safety Answering Points
(PSAPs) request it.
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BEYOND THE 911 CALL

enhance public safety and

To be able to use these apps,

Mobile network operators offer un-

a building must have robust indoor

limited data plans, in part, because

coverage and capacity; many

they recognize that people want

buildings do not. Some materials,

The Promise of 5G

constant connectivity and are

such as concrete, steel and low-

5G mobile communications networks

willing to pay for it. In today’s

emission glass, can block cellular

(Figure 2) are expected to disrupt

mobile-first society, people do not

signals from transmitting inside

nearly every job sector and ecosystem

tolerate a weak cellphone signal.

the building. In that case, building

across the world as deployment of

owners and managers may want

these technologies enables more

a necessity for residential buildings,

to augment wireless coverage with

robotics and automation.

not only for safety reasons but also

an in-building system, either by

because using cellphones has become

deploying a distributed antenna

of mission critical services that

part of the daily routine,” says

system (DAS) or small cells, to

will require high reliability, ultra-

Seri Yoon, marketing director

increase coverage and capacity.

low latency, strong security

at Advanced RF Technologies Inc.

To augment a campus environment,

and availability.

(ADRF), an in-building wireless

a combination of cellular towers

solution provider. “Not having

and rooftop antennas can also

Key requirements cited by the

adequate coverage for major wireless

be utilized.

International Telecommunications

“Being fully connected is

security communications.

5G will expand into a new area

Union (ITU) to define 5G include:

operators can kill a deal for

THE FUTURE OF
CONNECTIVITY

•	
1 Gigabit per second (GB/s)

potential to create competitive

Going forward, the rollout of 5G

•	
1 Millisecond or less

differentiation, cost savings, improve

cellular networks and Citizen’s

the tenant experience and provide

Broadband Radio Service (CBRS)

operational efficiencies only

spectrum at 3.5 GHz will further

apartment hunters.”
“Wireless technology has the

speeds in the field
end-to-end latency
•	
Support for 1,000 times increase
in bandwidth per unit area

imagined earlier this decade for
the commercial real estate market,”
adds Mark Horinko, president
of Airwavz Solutions, an in-

5G

WHAT IS 5G?

building connectivity provider.
Part of that tenant experience
means being able to access devices
not just in-home but also while

Wireless generations
in the United States

using apartment amenities in other

phone contains around 80 apps with
an average of 10 apps used per day,
according to App Annie, a global
provider of mobile market data.
Indeed, people use mobile apps for
setting up ride shares, shopping,
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2010’s - present

1G

Supports voice
calls and SMS
text messages
with speeds of
up to 64 Kbps

1980’s

1990’s

2000’s - present

Supports voice
calls with speeds
of up to 2 Kbps

2G

banking, and even to lock
and unlock their vehicles.

3G

Supports all 3G
functions, but
with speeds of
1 Gbps

Supports voice
calls and SMS
text message,
videos, mobile
internet and
Bluetooth
connectiity with
speeds of up to
2 Mbps

locations, such as the gym or parking
garage. The average person’s smart-

4G

Supports all 4G
functions, but
with projected
speeds between
10 and 100 Gbps

Undergoing
deployment
Source: WIA

FIGURE 2: The 5G evolution.

Going forward, the rollout of 5G cellular networks and Citizen’s
Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) spectrum at 3.5 GHz will
further enhance public safety and security communications.

•	
Support for up to 100 times
as many connected devices
•	
The perception of 100
percent coverage

Although high-speed applications

“5G is a collection of technologies,
not a single technology solution,”

may garner a lot of the 5G attention,

notes Eric Toenjes, national market

low-energy, long-battery life appli-

manager for Mobility at Graybar,

cations will be adopted as more

•	
90 percent reduction in

which specializes in supply chain

IoT applications come to market.

network energy usage

management services and distribu-

“Enterprises that want to prepare

•	
Up to 10-year battery

tion. “Connecting more things will

for 5G today should deploy a lot

life for low-power,

give first responders more situa-

of fiber [Figure 3] and recognize

machine-type devices

tional awareness,” Toenjes adds.

that the building will need more

“An example of this could be fire-

distributed power at the edge

Use cases, other than security

fighters rushing into a burning

of the network,” Toenjes claims.

and safety, include:

building using smart displays built

“One strategy is to use the

into face shields that allow them

lighting grid as a power structure

(smart factories) using sensors,

to see a rendering of the building

for IoT because it is pervasive

inventory controls, and robots

in 3D even through smoke.“

throughout most buildings.”

•	
Industrial automation

•	
Urban infrastructure
Distributed RAN

(smart cities)

Centralized RAN

EPC

•	
Utility monitoring, metering,

EPC

Evolved
Packet Core

and control (smart grid)
•	
Autonomous vehicles including
equipment, mining

EPC

BBU

Evolved
Packet Core

Backhaul
(microwave,
copper, or fiber)

cars, trucks, construction

Cloud RAN
Virtualized
BBUs

monitoring and management

Evolved
Packet Core

BBU
BBU

Fronthaul
(typically fiber)

Fronthaul
(typically fiber)

equipment, buses, and trains
RRH
#3

RRH
#1

RRH
#2

RRH
#3

radio

BBU

RRH
#2

antenna

BBU

RRH
#1
radio

RRH
#3

antenna

and soil sensors that manage

RRH
#2

radio

including self-driving tractors

RRH
#1
antenna

•	
Agricultural automation

irrigation and alert the
farmer when to harvest
•	
Autonomous drones for video
inspections, surveillance,
and product delivery
•	
Remote patient monitoring
(telemedicine)

BBU

FIGURE 3: Integral to 5G deployments is the centralized radio access network
(RAN), referred to as centralized RAN or C-RAN architecture that separates the
baseband processing units from the remote radio heads, resulting in more optical fiber
needing deployed as part of the fronthaul network. Centralized RAN is necessary
to reach Cloud RAN, the ultimate destination.1
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CBRS BASICS

CBRS Spectrum

it to be deployed similarly to

The 150 megahertz of CBRS
shared spectrum falls into three
user categories: incumbents
(DoD); priority access licenses
(PALs); and general access
licenses (GALs). There are
several services that assist
in coordinating access to this
spectrum. Spectrum Access
System (SAS) is a cloud-based
service that coordinates access
to the shared spectrum, enforcing priorities and modeling the
RF environment. Environmental
sensing capability (ESC) incorporates environmental sensors
deployed in strategic locations
near naval stations, mostly along
coastal regions, to detect
incumbent activities.

While 5G services will use wireless

Wi-Fi networks and installed

frequencies leased to cellular

in a floor-by-floor fashion

operators, new CBRS spectrum

inside of buildings.

Incumbents, including U.S.
Naval Radar and DoD personnel,
get permanent priority as well
as site-specific protection for
registered sites. PAL holders can
pay a fee to request 10-megahertz licenses on a county-bycounty basis for 10 years. Up
to seven 10-megahertz licenses
can be awarded in one county.
PAL licensees can partition
or disaggregate their licenses in
order to sell them on the secondary market. General authorized
access (GAA) encompasses the
rest of the spectrum, which will
be open to GAA use, and coexistence issues will be determined
by SAS providers for spectrum
allocation. GAA users will have
access to 80 megahertz of
spectrum in every market as
well as the 70 megahertz
of PAL spectrum when it
is not being used.

coming to market could enable

•	
LTE’s superior quality, perfor-

private enterprises to have their own

mance and security bodes well

communications networks that do

to transition Wi-Fi routers into

not need to use licensed wireless

CBRS-compatible gateways.

spectrum from cellular carriers. This

•	
CBRS is supported by a variety

CBRS technology uses the cellular

of stakeholders, including radio

LTE protocol, but it is similar to

and handset OEMs, wireless

Wi-Fi in that it is shared spectrum.

carriers and cable operators,

In 2015, the FCC established a new

mobile virtual network

CBRS band for shared wireless

operators and neutral-

broadband use by authorizing the

host providers.

3.5 GHz spectrum band (3550 MHz
to 3700 MHz), which had previously

There is potential for tremendous

been allocated exclusively for the

benefit for enterprises to use CBRS

U.S. Navy and other Department

to help support their communica-

of Defense (DoD) entities. CBRS uses

tion requirements. IoT applications

TD-LTE and supports voice, text

and devices can automate, track

and high-speed data technologies

and sense elements in all areas of

much like LTE does on other cellular

operations to help drive efficiencies

frequency bands. However, the FCC

in corporate operations. Traditional

decided to allocate CBRS spectrum

IoT applications that were sup-

to owners and users in a slightly

ported by wide area networks or

different method than traditional

Wi-Fi can be phased into a CBRS

cellular—where operators lease large

network if an enterprise or third-

holdings covering miles of various

party provider obtains the licenses

geography—and Wi-Fi, which is

for development and use.

completely unlicensed. Instead, the

“The planned enhancements

spectrum will be assigned and used

in wireless networks, specifically

individually by various users. When

the upcoming 5G network service

the spectrum is not being used,

and CBRS spectrum availability,

it may be “recycled” and assigned

have created opportunities for

to different users.

commercial real estate owners
to capitalize on this groundbreaking

CBRS offers a variety of potential

technological shift in the 2020s

advantages to stakeholders:

and beyond,” says Horinko. “From

•	
It can allow nontraditional
carriers to enter the wireless

5G will transmit higher-definition

market.

video surveillance and provide a link

•	
The propagation characteristics
of the 3.5 GHz spectrum allow
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to outdoor networks for seamless
autonomous vehicle traffic in

parking garages and around build-

than today. However, the quasi-

as enable tenant data mining

ings. It will connect the multitude

licensed CBRS spectrum band

and analytics to improve their over-

of devices and machines in a building

(GAA)—the CBRS technology

all experience. The foundation for 5G

through the ‘Internet of Things,’ but

that uses the cellular LTE protocol

and CBRS is based on an in-building

it will require the wireless infrastruc-

but is like Wi-Fi in that it is shared

wireless system infrastructure that

ture to be built and operating on the

spectrum—is the near-term game-

can be leveraged prior to and during

property in order to make it happen,”

changer for commercial real estate,

this 5G transition. “We have dis-

Horinko continues.

representing opportunities for

covered that when building owners

innovative use cases including

make an investment in wireless

CBRS universe, known as priority

private LTE networks for enterprises

infrastructure in anticipation of the

access licenses (PALs), will likely

and smart building applications.

CBRS and 5G network evolutions,

be auctioned off very soon and will

The CBRS spectrum will help

they are already benefiting

help reduce cost and improve speed

commercial real estate deliver 5G

financially and competitively with

to market by bringing all wireless

benefits including safety and security,

a multitude of advantages as these

carriers' signals onto an in-building

customized tenant amenities, auto-

technological changes take root,”

wireless system significantly faster

mation and entertainment, as well

Horinko claims.

The licensed spectrum part of the

July/August 2019
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CBRS technology uses the cellular LTE protocol,
but it is similar to Wi-Fi in that it is shared spectrum.

The Role of Optical Fiber

operators, have become significantly

technologies and spectrum bands

Optical fiber remains an integral

important in addressing wireless

to bring robust connectivity to

part of today’s wireless networks

traffic growth. These optical fiber

an ever-growing connected society.

and will be a cornerstone of tomor-

networks are only activated or lit

row’s networks as well. A 2017 report

when their customers need

by Deloitte Consulting LLP states

increased bandwidth.

that “Unlocking the full potential

In the in-building space, it is

of 5G in the United States rests on

practical to deploy extra optical fiber

one key assumption: the extension

during renovation projects, knowing

of fiber deep into the network.” 5G

that the extra fiber capacity will be

promises higher mobile data rate

used as more connectivity is needed

speeds, including several hundreds

and more traffic runs across

of Megabits per second (MB/s) in

the network.

urban environments and 1 Gigabit
per second (GB/s) or higher in indoor

CONCLUSION

environments, all of which will

In today’s mobile-first climate,

require supporting optical fiber

connectivity inside buildings

networks that can meet capacity

and across campuses is needed

increases as wireless traffic grows.

for people to feel safe and secure.

Without additional optical fiber

In times of crisis, a person is much

network infrastructure deployments

more likely to reach for a mobile

that reach deeper into metropolitan

phone than a landline phone

centers and edge communities,

to connect with first responders.

Deloitte’s report asserts, “carriers

Society continues to embrace

will be unable to support the

smartphones for security reasons:

projected four-fold increases in

mobile safety apps that alert family

mobile data traffic between 2016

and friends, security systems that

and 2021.” Due to the increase in

monitor activity at home front

wireless traffic, dark fiber network

doors, and future applications that

operators that deploy high-capacity

have yet to be imagined. A strong

optical fiber networks and then

wireless infrastructure will be the

lease capacity (in the form of

cornerstone for those applications.

number of optical fiber strands)

Today’s wireless networks and

to customers ranging from

tomorrow’s future networks rely

enterprises to mobile network

on a variety of solutions, especially
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